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Move issues

This function has been  with the  release. renamed JWT 3.0

Find the new documentation at:

Move issue

On this page

Purpose
Example: Moving current issue to project Accounting and converting it into a Task issue type

Purpose
SINCE VERSION 2.5.0

The  post function allows you to move an issue to a different project, issue type or status inside a workflow transition. This post function Move issues
must be the last post function inside a transition.

The following options are available:

Project ( )Select the target project.
Issue type ( .)Select the target issue type
Status ( .)Select the target status
Set fields (Select additional fields to be set.)
Conditional execution ( )Optional boolean expression that should be satisfied in order to actually execute the post function.
Run as (Select the user that will be used to execute the post function.)

 In case the configuration is not correct, e.g. the issue type is not available in the target project or the target status is not available for the 
new issue type, nothing will happen.

Example: Moving current issue to project Accounting and converting it into 
a Task issue type
In this example we show how to configure the  post function for moving the current issue to the project  and at the same Move issues ACCOUNTING,
time converting it from any issue type into a .Task

https://www.decadis.net/dev/doku/display/JWTSDC/JWT+expression+parser+-+the+basics
https://apps.decadis.net/display/JWTSDC/Move+issue


We are conditioning the execution of the post function to the presence of any of the following components in the issue: "  or  Budget", "Payment" "Cash".
To execute the post function unconditionally, field   should remain empty.Conditional execution

We are also adding string "(moved from project <original_project_key>)" to the summary of the moved issue, and 
automatically creating a comment like this: "The issue was moved from project <original_project_key> by 
<user_who_executes_the_post-function> on <date_time_of_issue_moving>."

Once configured, the post function will look like this:



 Note that the post function has to be moved to the last position, otherwise nothing will happen.

 After the execution of the post function you might need to refresh your browser in order to view the the issue fully updated to the new 
project and issue type.
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